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1. Initial budget
○ Big picture: $267.8k less than last year
○ Allocation Jen got: Any level 1 position (required) is all staffed. Once required

positions are all staffed, the rest of it remains in a bucket - about $2.6m, which
needs to be allocated to classroom positions

○ Average cost = average salary + benefits. We have to budget for the average
amount even if we hire a brand-new teacher at lower salary.

○ Some positions aren’t changeable.
○ Petitions are due next Tuesday
○ Final budgets due 3/1
○ Principal/assistant principal: no change
○ ECE: no change
○ Jen’s initial proposal

■ K, 1st grade - each down from 3 teachers to 2
■ Teacher - resource is math specialist, and specialist - reading. This year

we have reading teacher, next year would be reading specialist (different
degree and certifications)

■ Special education is the same. Teacher - inclusion. Says we currently
have 2 but we technically have 3

■ ELL: Have 3 now, only funded for 2.5. Jen proposes adding funding to get
back up to 3

■ Art, music, PE - all the same
■ Classroom instructional support - 2 K partner teachers instead of 3, for

the 2 classes. We currently have 3 educational aides and that would go
down to 2. Might designate 1 of those as a building sub.

■ Schoolwide instructional support: calling it an intervention coach is a title
change that frees up the position. Librarian is non-negotiable position.
Psychologist, social worker, all non-negotiable and don’t change.

■ Administrative: Kept the same, but was considering combining
responsibilities (business manager + clerk) into one position, but the cost
would be the same.

■ Custodial staff: Level 1 allocation, can’t change. Administrative premium,
custodial overtime - could use those to offset. So there’s potentially $6k
that we could move around.

■ At-risk money: can’t change
■ Custodial and maintenance supplies: We can play around with this,

potentially reducing DCPS recommendation and having PTA kick in ($5k)
■ Title II professional development: can’t change
■ Library MOU: can’t change



○ Foundation for this budget projection is enrollment projection as of 10/5. We
always get more kids after 10/5. Many of the kids who have arrived since 10/5
have a lot of needs

○ One possibility: If fewer classes at K/1/2, could move down to 1 FTE for PE from
1.5

○ .5 ELL + .5 PE - could cut those and fill a classroom position, to add to K. Then
take from other half-time interventionists for first grade? Jen: Question is what
student needs dictate across the school.

○ Partner teacher program? We don’t have the money to fund it next year
○ ESSER III funds: a little flexibility. Can’t use for a position; use for school-year

acceleration (tutoring), professional development, curricular materials


